
CONCLUSIONS 

Cognitive science is committed to the reasonable view that the mind 
is a representational system, that is, an intentional system that trans-
forms, processes, stores, and retrieves information about the world. 
The arts are cognitive and a matter of active thinking. The symbol sys-
tem approach to cognition identifies the different arts as each being 
a different symbol system, and thinking in the arts as processing, or 
conducting operations on, the symbols of one of these systems. This 
establishes the arts as cognitive. It also establishes them as unique 
because each art medium is a different symbol system, and therefore 
thinking within each symbol system is a unique kind of thinking. 

Cognitive science is based on a non-behaviouristic, psychological 
framework of research. To understand visual phenomena, behaviour, 
or language, we need to understand the mechanisms and structures 
by which these activities are processed by the human mind and brain. 
Aspects of cognitive research and thinking have their roots in Ge-
stalt psychology and phenomenology. Cognitive science has several 
philosophical implications. Cognitive science - and not only that 
subdivision of cognitive science that concerns itself with film theory 
- is a set of concepts and methods that is opposed to psychoanalysis, 
behaviourist psychology, post-structuralism and deconstruction. It 
shares more common ground with Gestalt psychology, phenomenol-
ogy and structural linguistics. The essentiality of mental processes is 
typical for cognitive approach. Top-down and bot tom-up processes 
are used by many constructive theories. Gestalt psychology is inter-
ested in perceptual organization, which means how we unite things 
and elements into patterns or objects. Cognitive science is not only 
interested in the content of mental representations, but also in where 
this content comes from, because for a mental entity or state to be 
a representation, it must not only have content, but also it must be 
significant. 
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In cognitive approach the theoretical foundation lies in schema theo-
ry. Schemes are expectations or anticipations through which the past 
influences the future. This whole perceptual process is a perceptual 
cycle. Schemes are complex types of cognitive structures representing 
both generic social experiences and cultural knowledge. They contain 
the common and characteristic features of similar phenomena, for 
example similar objects, events, situations or discourses, and they 
exist in the minds of individual subjects as psychic structure, but they 
are also linked to the historical, social, and cultural realities. Relat-
ing this to media content, one can say that daily life experiences are 
behind the schemes, and they reflect historical, social, and cultural 
circumstances. 

Perception is an active and constructive process. Perception does not 
come straight f rom sensory information but is more likely a com-
bination of the interaction between sensory information, internal 
hypotheses, expectations, and knowledge. The different theories, 
and scientific approaches to perception have open up horizons in 
this field. A broader view of perception can see these different ap-
proaches as complements of each other, and help us with a bet ter 
understanding of the whole process. The perceptual laws and other 
gestalt psychological principles can help and guide us how to organ-
ize perceptions into unified patterns and objects. Different percep-
tions are consequences of different schemes that will change during 
lifetime, and in the perception ot art this seems that the same work 
of art looks different while to be watched during different periods of 
life. Perception consists of forming visual concepts, and mental rep-
resentations, and making an image is like producing representational 
concepts 011 the basis of visual concepts. These concepts and repre-
sentations are structures consisting of essential and special features. 
Perception is not only the gathering of information or activating the 
mind and its representations, but it is also foreboding of future per-
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ceptions, because visual experience is dynamic, and deals with psy-
chological forces. 

The perception of images requires some kind of thinking, compari-
son, knowledge, experience, and attention. Through experience an 
observer works toward solution that is highly appropriate, and this 
process leads into interpretation. Partly the process is unconscious, 
and that is why an observer sees through image perception the target, 
and does not consciously think all of his or her choices. When ob-
serving an image, one single and special feature can already activate 
representations of the mind, and lead to the recognition of objects. 
So, the testing of different hypotheses is not every time necessary. 
On the other hand, the perception ot images is also connected with 
the understanding of spatial structures and relations, and this kind of 
understanding requires visual thinking. The historical, philosophical 
approach to aesthetic deals with what aestheticians have said, styles 
in aesthetic dialogues, and schools of aesthetic thought. It offers a 
structured approach, closely resembling the content structure and 
teaching methodologies found in general education. 

This kind of educational and philosophical perspective is compatible 
with academic rationalism, because it is an intellectualised approach 
to aesthetics. Aesthetics is a unique form of perception and experi-
ence, and the proponents of this approach usually believe that art 
can provide intense experiences that entail perception of visual and 
tactile qualities integral to the object being viewed. There are real 
differences in aesthetics concerning the works of art. Some ot them 
are better than others, and this means something different than that 
a given person simply likes some works of art better than others. A 
central conception of cognitive art education is transfer, an ability to 
apply one's learning in new situations. Theoretical problems that de-
velop form assumptions of transfer have been discussed widely 
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Art is the product of social, and cognitive factors. It is a situation 
where individuals gain, and apply different strategies towards art 
through schemes, replacements, forms, and experiences. Schemes 
are developed through social interaction. Works of art are related to 
a variety of contexts, including the world they represent, the artist 
who made them, the audience, and the art world and various aspects 
of the culture in which they were produced. The major philosophies 
of art consider these relations crucial for interpretation, and as asset 
of concentric circles, each containing what the previous one thought 
relevant and adding something new to it. For contemporary theories 
of art, the question of what is valuable about art is quite separate f rom 
the question how one identifies something as a work of art. Theories 
of art as a foundation for interpretation provide insights and they 
entail more work on the part of teacher and student alike. Teachers 
will have to present works of art in a more studied context, knowing 
something about the history of art, the art world, and art theories 
which will better enable them to explain the artist's intentions, theo-
ries of art the work rejects or internalises, technique and style. Stu-
dents will also have to develop grounding in art history, theory and 
knowledge about the different contexts (cultural, historical) of the 
work. The artwork does not simply offer a 'reflection of reality', but 
first and foremost it offers a type of engagement: it projects a state of 
being with the world in which the ineffable finds itself controlled. 

The act of seeing necessarily involves associated thoughts, which may 
briefly replace visual attention. The eyes make many exploratory 
movements, saccadic glances, which are prompted largely by expec-
tations associated with the preceding glances, or by attraction f rom 
conspicuous feature within larger zones. Even in peripheral areas of 
vision movements swiftly pre-empt attention tor obvious bio-func-
tional reasons. Visual and cognitive perception is not only the gather-
ing of information or activating the mind and its representations. It is 
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also some kind of foreboding of future perceptions, as cognitive psy-
chology has demonstrated. Visual experience of art is of ten kinetic, 
and dynamic, and deals with psychological and imaginative forces. 

In film movement draws the eye, and its vectors and trajectories usu-
ally override the static (visible) elements of the composition. The 
contradiction between the pictorial scene and the frame is relegated 
to a very low-priority awareness, and instead one concentrates on the 
scene, where the interesting and fruitful information lies. Although 
the composition of the picture guides our eye, few of the eye's move-
ments reproduce the picture's compositional lines. Nonetheless, the 
composition looms large in our apprehension, as one keeps encoun-
tering its structure. One can never see every possible configuration, 
or every detail, because our seeing is always selective, and though 
sometimes one can stay content with the obvious, and pre-coded 
form, one is also guided by important inputs f rom non-visual content 
and context. 

In cinematic narration editing depends on knowledge, and impli-
cation. The art of editing is the art of anticipating the spectator 's 
expectations and questions, and at a pace to which he or she can 
readily adapt. In cinematic narration shots contribute to the logic of 
implication. Logic of ten implies causality, or some otherwise nec-
essary relationship with determining prescriptions and inexorable 
consequences, as distinct f rom looser relationships, influences and 
tendencies. Usefully it stresses the positivism of the process, the idea 
that mental constructions are forceful and strong enough to form a 
structure on which film form (including editing) can rely. 

On cognitive level, the problem, for example, of representing his-
tory for is bound up with finding another way to write history, one 
that acknowledges the processes of constructing history; a form of 
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history that finds a place for history's indeterminacies, in terms of 
both the limits of representation and the problems that beset our un-
derstanding of the temporal. Modes of presentation within the film 
represent a critical engagement with the question of representation 
itself. The human mind sets out from several aspects of a task-in-situ-
ation simultaneously, and what it offers as a solution to these multiple 
requirements is the product of convergence f rom every feature of 
content, context, function, and goal including desire, wish-fulfilment 
and fear. 
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